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UPDATE REGARDING RESPONSE TO COVID-19
To our valued customers, vendors, and business partners:
Cheney Brothers, Inc. and its affiliated companies have continued to closely follow all
recommendations of the Federal, State, and Local agencies and officials regarding
responses to the COVID-19 pandemic. All our efforts have been geared toward keeping
our employees, customers, business partners, and the public safe and healthy, while
continuing to serve our customers’ and the community’s needs. Given this everevolving situation, we review our protocols and practices daily with a team approach,
involving critical personnel in decisions.
Some of the key safety and health measures we have implemented include the
following:
-

Frequency of sanitation and disinfection of all workspaces, delivery vehicles,
and equipment has increased.

-

Employees and business patrons are required to maintain social distancing,
sanitize personal workspaces, wear PPE, and frequently wash or sanitize hands.

-

Unnecessary business visitors or vendors are prohibited in business premises.
Those necessary to visit premises are being screened for illness, travel, or
contact with Covid-19 positive individuals.

-

Employees that can are working remotely.

-

Any employee with Covid-19 like symptoms is required to stay home and return
only after complying with strict CDC approved return to work protocol. We are
following CDC guidelines in the event of any positive Covid-19 cases.

-

Delivery personnel are sanitizing vehicles and equipment between each
delivery, wearing PPE, maintaining social distance, and adhering to all other
health/safety requirements.
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-

We have established no contact delivery options – (vehicular pick up at will call
locations & online ordering options – please contact your District Sales
Representative).

We have continued to support our customers and business partners in this “new normal”
in every way possible. We will continue to do so as businesses begin to fully reopen.
Please do not hesitate to let us know how we can help you. Thank you for your support
and your patronage. Stay well!
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